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I am going to see a First Stage show  
at the Todd Wehr Theater.

In partnership with

I am going to see the show with

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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They are called actors. They can see and hear me too.   
I can’t turn the channel or turn the volume up and down.

Watching a play is like watching TV or a movie, 
except people are on stage in front of us.
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A play is made up of many interesting things. 

Costumes

Sound

Scenery

Lighting
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When we arrive at the theater, we will probably 
have to climb some stairs. There are stairs 

outside the building, and inside the building.

We may need to wait in line to scan our tickets.

When we are waiting, I can stay with  
my family or teacher.
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An usher will help us find our seats.

We will enter the theater and  
find our seats.

There are bathrooms in the lobby.  
If I need to, I can use the bathroom  

before we go to our seats.
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Someone will show us where to sit.

The audience area is for all of us.

The stage is for the actors only. 
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When I am in the theater waiting  
for the show to start:

1.  I can talk to my family or friends.
2.  I can take a short break in the lobby.
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There will be a lot of people in theater  
and it may get noisy.

If it gets too loud:
1.  I can bring headphones if I want.
2.  I can put my hands over my ears.
3.  I can leave the room and take a  

short break in the lobby. 

 
I can come back when I am ready.
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During the show: 
1.  I can watch and listen to the actors quietly.

2.  I can applaud if I like something.
3.  I can hold things in my hand that make  

me feel comfortable.
  

If I need to talk:
1.  I can talk quietly to my family.

2.  I can write down what I want to say.
3.  I can leave the room.
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After the show there will be a “talkback.”
The talkback is a chance for  

me to ask questions.
1.  I will raise my hand to show that  

I want to ask a question.
2.  I will wait for the leader to call on  

me to ask my question.
3.  I don’t have to ask a question if I don’t want.

I can ask different kinds of questions:
1.  I can ask questions about the show.

2.  I can ask questions about the scenery, 
costumes, lights, or sound.
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After the show is finished,  
I will leave the theater with my family.
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MEET THE “SILVER” CAST
These are the actors you will see at the  

Sensory Friendly Performance on  
Saturday, December 10, 2022 at 3:30 PM.
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Liam plays a character named Rudolph.  
Rudolph is treated differently from the other reindeer  

and is teased because of their red nose. 

THIS IS LIAM.
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Layton plays a character named Hermey.  
Hermey dreams about being a dentist instead  

of making toys for Santa.

THIS IS LAYTON.
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Emily plays a character named Clarice.  
Clarice likes Rudolph and helps them discover  

how special they are.

THIS IS EMILY.
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Paxton plays a character named Fireball.  
Fireball is unkind to Rudolph and calls them  

names because of their red nose.

THIS IS PAXTON.
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Tommy plays a character named Sam the Snowman. 
 Sam narrates the story for the audience and helps  

tell the story of Rudolph.

THIS IS TOMMY.
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David plays Santa Claus. Santa is looking for  
reindeer to pull his sleigh on Christmas Eve, and needs 

Rudolph to help guide them through the fog.

THIS IS DAVID.
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Karen plays Mrs. Claus. Mrs. Claus is the  
wife of Santa. She helps Santa and the Elves  

get ready for the holidays.

THIS IS KAREN.
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Ricks plays Coach Comet and Yukon Cornelius.  
Coach Comet trains the reindeer for Christmas Eve, while 
Yukon Cornelius is a prospector who mines peppermint. 

They travel with Rudolph and Hermey in the play. 

THIS IS RICK.
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JT plays Boss Elf. Boss Elf is in charge of  
the elves as they make toys for Christmas — 

he is sometimes angry and bossy. 

THIS IS JT.
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James and Ashley play Donner and  
Mrs. Donner, who are Rudolph’s parents.

THIS IS JAMES & ASHLEY.
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Tim plays characters named Bumble and  
King Moonracer. The Bumble is a massive now  

creature who scares the others in the play.  
King Moonracer is the leader of the misfit toys. 

THIS IS TIM.
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The misfits are different than other toys,  
so they have been thrown away and now  

live together on an island. 

THESE ARE THE MISFIT TOYS.
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The actors in the play many different  
characters, including reindeer and elves,  

and operate several puppets.

THIS IS THE ENSEMBLE.



WHAT HAPPENS IN THE PLAY?

Our story begins in Christmastown, which 
is located at the North Pole. As the overture 
is heard, we read newspaper headlines 
describing the worst winter weather in history. 
Sam The Snowman appears and introduces 
himself. Sam tells the audience about his 
home, Christmastown, pointing to the 
Christmas Tree Forest and the castle where 
Santa and Mrs. Claus live. Inside the castle, 
Mrs. Claus is trying to encourage Santa to eat, 
but he is too busy wrapping gifts and sings 
Holly Jolly Christmas. 

Sam The Snowman then recalls one Christmas 
when there was a terrible storm and how 
a very special reindeer saved the day! He 
begins to sing the story of Rudolph the Red-
Nosed Reindeer. Before the song ends, we 
see Donner, Mrs. Donner and their newborn 
named Rudolph. As they fawn over him, 
Rudolph’s nose glows and makes a noise. 
While they want to ignore it, his nose is very 
bright. When Santa visits and sees Rudolph’s 
nose, he warns Donner to do something about 
it if Rudolph is to join his sleigh some day. 
Santa sings Jingle, Jingle, Jingle. When Santa 
leaves, Donner hides Rudolph’s nose and 
proceeds to teach Rudolph the ins and outs of 
how to be a reindeer.

Sam The Snowman then leads us back to 
Santa’s house where we meet Santa’s elves 
who are singing, We Are Santa’s Elves. They 
are busy making toys, separating the ones 
that are misfits. Only one elf is distracted, 
Hermey. He is daydreaming about being a 

dentist. He describes to his elf friends the 
wonders of dentistry. When Boss Elf chides 
him, Hermey sings We’re a Couple of Misfits. 
Back at Donner’s cave, Rudolph is describing 
his growing pains and trouble with his nose. 
Donner gives covers for his nose with mud. 
Rudolph doesn’t want to wear it because it is 
uncomfortable.

Sam The Snowman describes how the seasons 
have passed and it is now April. All the fawns 
are with their families, meeting and greeting 
one another. They play reindeer games, led 
by Coach Comet. Rudolph joins in the flying 
game called Take Off. Coach Comet explains 
the rules. One anxious buck tries and falls. 
While Rudolph awaits his turn, he strikes up a 
conversation with a doe named, Clarice. Just 
as they are becoming friendly, it’s Rudolph’s 
turn to take off. Encouraged by thoughts of 
Clarice, Rudolph flies very high, impressing 
everyone, especially Santa! In celebration, the 
young bucks tussle with Rudolph. His nose 
cover falls off. Coach Comet is appalled and 
announces Rudolph may not join in any more 
reindeer games. 

Embarrassed, Rudolph runs off as Clarice 
calls for him. When she catches up, he is 
sullen and asks if she is going to laugh at his 
different nose. Clarice doesn’t. She says his 
nose is “handsome” and that any doe would be 
“lucky” to be with him. Rudolph worries about 
tomorrow and Clarice sings There’s Always 
Tomorrow joined by woodland friends. As the 
song concludes, Coach Comet comes for his 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE



WHAT HAPPENS IN THE PLAY? cont.

daughter and makes it clear that Clarice is to 
stay away from the red-nosed reindeer!

Sam The Snowman takes us back to Santa’s 
Castle, where Boss Elf is preparing a lesson 
on elf-improvement. Santa listens in and 
exclaims the song needs work. As he leaves, 
Mrs. Claus encourages the elves, “What does 
Papa know? It’s beautiful.” As Boss Elf fusses, 
the elves explain it was their fault. They missed 
their main tenor, Hermey. Everyone discovers 
Hermey is sitting at a bench repairing the teeth 
of a doll. Boss Elf scolds him. Hermey says he 
just wanted to find a way to fit in. Feeling out of 
place, Hermey leaves Santa’s castle.

Sam The Snowman leads us to the Christmas 
Tree Forest, where we find Hermey and 
Rudolph. The two misfits meet and become 
friends. All of a sudden, they hear a roar. It is 
the Abominable Snow Monster! Hermey and 
Rudolph run and hide.

Back at Christmastown, Donner and Mrs. 
Donner are worried about their son. Donner 
decides to look for Rudolph on his own. After 
he leaves, Mrs. Donner and Clarice also decide 
to look for him. 

Suddenly Yukon Cornelius comes into the 
forest with his sleigh of mush dogs. As 
he prospects for gold, he finds Hermey 
and Rudolph behind a snow bank. After 
introductions, they hear the growl of the 
Abominable Snow Monster, called a Bumble 
by Yukon Cornelius. It’s Rudolph’s nose that is 
attracting the Bumble. The misfits decide to 

join Yukon Cornelius as he makes his way to 
gather supplies and mine for silver and gold. 
Yukon Cornelius sings Silver and Gold as they 
float away on an iceberg. They get lost in fog 
as thick as peanut butter and land on the 
Island of Misfit Toys, where they meet Charlie-
In-the-Box and other Misfit Toys. Rudolph asks 
if he and the others may live on the island, too. 
Charlie tells them they’d need permission from 
King Moonracer, the one who searches the 
earth for unwanted toys. He brings them to the 
island to live until they are wanted.

All go to King Moonracer’s castle, who asks 
what they want. Rudolph speaks on their 
behalf. Moonracer tells them they cannot live 
on the island, because it is for misfits. Yukon 
declares, “You’re a misfit among misfits.” 
Moonracer asks if Rudolph and Hermey might 
help the misfit toys by telling Santa about them 
and finding a child to love them because, “A 
toy is never happy until it is loved by a child.” 
Rudolph agrees to help. Moonracer welcomes 
them for an overnight stay.
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Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer™:  
The Musical is a musical.  

The actors will be singing and dancing.


